
April 2020 

Remember: the next club meeting will be held  
at St Rumon’s club, on some Thursday before 2021! 

Not the Photo Competition Winner 

There have been no photos submitted since the February meeting so here’s one from my 
archives. Who recognises where it is? I love the field patterns on the opposite side of the 
inlet. 
 



And the editor writes 
It’s a funny old time, right enough! There’s no news to put in the bulletin but nostalgia seems 
to be the obsession to help us through the lockdown so I’ve been trawling through old copies 
of the bulletin. We’ve got a nice piece by Martin Jones, flying in the Dolomites in 2009 and a 
real slice of history showing how mighty the Mighty Kernow have been since the early days, 
from Bill Scott, original Kernow pioneer, inspiration and Hard Man! 
Now is the time to fill the pages of the Bulletin with tales of YOUR historic and best flights and 
daring exploits. Send them to me to make next month’s Bulletin as exciting as this one! 

 
September in the Dolomites. 
By Martin Jones 
The Dolomites in Northern Italy are rarely featured in the magazines I've been reading, so this may be 
of interest. 
The base for the flying is the Col di Rodella above Campitello in the Val di Fassa not far to the East of 
Bolzano. A handy cable car serves the Col and has plenty of room and allows hang gliders. A one way 
trip is 10 euros. As we were only two, and one of us the flier, I managed to get hold of a local star who 
agreed to give me an introduction to the area. We met eventually at the top of the Col di Rodella, 

which was teeming with hangies and 
paragliders. Once we had established 
who we were after several phone calls, 
he sat me down for the briefing. I, of 
course had copious documents, log 
book, BHPA card, FAI card and was 
becoming worried about all up weight. I 
needn't have worried. "We go down to 
the take-off (crawling with pilots) then 
we go to the Marmolada (highest peak 
in the Dolomites at 3340m), maybe land 
on top, then round there," throwing his 
arm out in a vague wave to the horizon, 
and swiftly delineating various spiky 
looking peaks. "Err yes" I acknowledged. 
This particular take-off sits in a small 
bowl above some quite threatening 
avalanche stakes. Forward take-off I 
thought, no problem, as the wind sock 
seemed to develop a life of its own, one 

that bore no resemblance to the strip of plastic in front of me! Once the windsock and the plastic 
agreed, off I went, with which the wind disappeared and I elegantly sat down in some very soft 
vegetation. 
Struggling back to take off, 
(we're talking 7000' here) I 
cooled off for a bit. 
It was really warm and the sun 
was beating down. Alas I knew if 
things went as planned I could 
well be flying down to 4 degrees 
or less so I was dressed for the 
occasion, and the cooling was 
relative! I noticed that a lot of 
the departing pilots were using 
reverse launch despite the 
minimal wind speed. I had tried 
this on Babadag at Olu Deniz 
with singularly unfortunate 
results and a long drawn out 

The Marmolada - highest peak 
 

Boots get everywhere..... 
 



relationship with a gnarled cedar. However with a swift turn after a couple of rearward steps I was off, 
straight into the house thermal – well, I believe it was, as Jimmy hadn't mentioned it. Height gain was 
impressive and the Dolomites amazing, spread out around me. In a while Jimmy caught up, obviously 
waiting for me had delayed him and with plenty of height we set off towards the massive, glacier clad 
Marmolada. The dolomites well deserve their reputation for turbulence and in the height of summer 
can be exceedingly unpleasant. Today was a blue day, but still required total concentration and active 
flying... 
Topping up on the way over, we were soon approaching the rugged ridge running down from the peak. 
Here was the only other paraglider pilot, as most tended to stay over the valley. For some time we 
crept up the ridge staying clear of the lee, then set off for the next spiky bit. 
The views were consistently fantastic and thermals were working well. 

The cirque of peaks curved in front of us 
and despite my descending glide path I 
could see Jimmy pick up the next 
thermal. Beyond this I found myself 
ahead of Jimmy and with a groundspeed 
near zero. Behind was a ridge with a 
deep valley. To correct this I tried to 
retrace my steps, but now I was losing 
height and miles from civilisation at the 
top of a long valley which led down to 
the Val di Fassa, but in the wrong 
direction. Luckily I was still near to a 
likely looking bowl, facing in to the 
afternoon sun and after a few passes 
soon found myself some height, but 
back at the same groundspeed. Jimmy 
by now was well up and to my East, well 
clear of the wind I'd picked up funneling 
round the mountain to the right of my 

valley. 
With the height I'd gained I could see that whatever happened there was a small road/track into the 
wooded valley I was eyeing. Speed bar on and down I went, not a single thermal marred a smooth 
descent into the sharply "v"ed alpine valley. As I made my way down, my other landing options 
receded and I started studying my piece of pasture. Sloping, no wires, or poles apparent, and no ski 
lifts! And, as I fell lower - no wind or signs of wind. Just as I lined up for finals I found my first thermal 
in 20 minutes! This gave me a bounce and a bit more height. S turn, some more lift, then into the 
meadow past a clump of pines and a turn into the hill as some more lift pushed at me. The landing was 
firm, but OK, maybe a touch down 
wind, as the catabatic flow was 
beginning to come down from the 
shadowed side of the valley. 
Collecting my glider into a ball, I 
called Jimmy, far above, to confirm I 
was OK and suddenly all was quiet 
apart from the occasional clonk of a 
cow bell - beautiful! 
A short walk to the road, a thumb 
and a hilarious trip with a lady in a 
half truck, and after much broken 
Italian, she dropped me off at the 
lift station in Campitello, about 6 
miles up the road. 
Unfortunately the following days the 
weather turned and we didn't get 
anything done. However, what a 
great flight, some 30 km and 10000' 
or so, can't be bad! 
Thanks Jimmy! 
 

Distant Sassolungo, Col di Rodella is just to the left 

Peace at last! 



Some tasteful photos from Duncan 
My apologies, Duncan! I’ve just found these photos that you sent back in February! Hope 
they whet everyone’s appetites for when we’re allowed back in the sky! 
  



 
 

August 1993 – Piedrahtia 
Spain – 2nd League. 
By Bill Scott 
In 1983 Larry Tudor flew the first 200 miles 
in the Owens valley. John Pendry had set 
an official world record of 186 Miles and 
Judy Leden a Women's world record of 147 
Miles. That day was later called "Hang 
Gliding’s Greatest Day". Europe had never 
produced a day to rival that day…until now. 
From Piedrahita the weather looked the 
same as before. With a strong SW wind 
reported on launch we did not expect to fly. 
Jimbo (meet head Jim Bowyer) was as 
optimistic as ever and called a 30 mile race 
to Avila, followed by open XC. Jimbo gave 
the weather report which promised 
moderate thermals to 12,000' and he 
predicted that the convection would pull 
the wind up the face for a few hours with 
dust devils either side. We all delayed 
rigging until 2:30pm to ensure we weren't 
devilled. Gordon Rigg was the first to 
launch and stay up so we took our spot in 
the queue and launched at approx 3:30pm. 
The flying was as hard as ever. Graham 
had wafted over the gorge again while the 
rest of us mortals were struggling 1500' 
below take off. Eventually we escaped in a 
blobette which took us out into the 
flatlands in the centre of the valley. I was 
towards the bottom of a column of 20 
gliders with the lowest pilots gradually 
hitting the deck. Dave Postlethwaite (the 
Pos) pulled off an amazing low save (the 
corn was being wafted around from the 
down wash of his circling K3) and this was 
the key to our success. We gradually 
gained height to 10'000 which allowed us 
to pull the bar in and get to the end of the 
race section. 
Graham was about 10 miles ahead by now 
and reported climbs to 12,000'. My group 
was now flying well as a team and we soon 
got into the good air and made the 50 mile 
mark. Pete had struggled longer than most 
in the gorge and was about 10 miles behind 
me and as his radio was playing up again 
we soon lost contact. A good climb saw me 
reach 13'500 and the air seemed really 
good at this height. I decided to put the 

hammer down and catch up with Graham. I 
dolphin flew for the next 30 miles, arriving 
over Segovia at 10'000. Steve Gale was a 
couple of miles ahead under a cumulus (the 
first one for over a week) and I pressed on 
to join him. Graham was cross wind over 
the start of the Arcones ridge and we flew 
over to join him. 
We were now 90 miles from launch and 
circling within a few feet of each other, 
climbing back up to over 10'000. The group 
I had been with came in below the top on 
the Arcones ridge and struggled on for a 
few more miles before landing. We pressed 
on in a swan formation (spreading out to 
search for lift, but not too far!) and soon 
reached Arcones itself and the 100 mile 
mark. Graham went into gaga mode as he 
realised he had flown his first 100. 
A couple of small climbs and we reached 
the end of the range. Ginny (Bill’s wife and 
faithful retrieve driver) came over the radio 
to tell us that Pete Harvey & Darren 
Arkwright were about 10 miles in front of 
us so we pushed on out over the plains into 
no man's land. I struggled with some weak 
lift only to lose it and land at 8:40pm. I 
was on high ground, two miles down a dirt 
road from the nearest village which 
consisted of two old houses with no running 
water, electricity or phone. Graham and 
Steve climbed out and Graham managed to 
reach Ginny over the radio to give my 
position. She had driven off the end of her 
map, but with a piece of driving which 
should make her the clear winner of the 
retrieve driver of the year award, she 
trundled down the lane to my exact landing 
spot (who needs a GPS). 
After making a final approach over a ghost 
town, Steve pushed on a bit further to land 
a few miles up the road from me. Graham, 
however, was still climbing. As I de-rigged 
he reached 12,000' and flew off his map. I 
had to continue navigating for him from my 
map. I told him to pull the bar in and push 
on as it was now after 9:00pm and it would 
soon be getting dark. Graham then set off 
on a 32 mile final glide. At min sink he was 
hardly sinking at all and had to fly fast to 
come down. I then lost contact with him, 
but I knew which road he was flying along, 
so I set off with Ginny to follow. 



2 hours later (midnight), I was just about 
to turn around when Graham's voice came 
over the radio. He was even further down 
the road than I thought possible! We then 
set back for the 5 hour retrieve drive 
home. The constant chitter chatter of 
thermals and glides only being interrupted 
by Ginny's calls to stop the car so she 
practice early morning sickness. We tried 
telling her it was late at night and not early 
morning, but it didn't work and she finally 
shut the Pipps up by being sick all over 
him. 
Gradually we learnt of the day’s events. 28 
Pilots had flown over 100 miles and the 
European record had fallen to Blay Olmos 
with an incredible 200 miles. There had 
been some bomb outs too. 20 pilots had 

gone down and 30 pilots had been stuck on 
the hill as the wind blew down again. Paula 
Bowyer and Kath Rigg had been locking 
horns all the way through the comp with 
only a few points separating them. A good 
result today would have won them the 
Ladies title. Unfortunately both went down 
at launch to fly less than 1km and scored 
only 2 points. I heard Kath cried all night 
and most of the next day. 
Angie went on a 250 mile none retrieve 
trip. She had gone back to Piedrahita when 
she lost contact with Pete and got half a 
message from scorer Dave Bluett that Pete 
was 113 miles out. What she didn't get was 
that he had a lift back! Pete got back to 
base at 2:00am and Angie 4:00am! 
 

 

 
The Hundred Milers 

 
Position Name Miles 

1 Blay Olmos        200 
2 Pete Harvey       183 
3 Darren Arkwright 181 
4 Graham Phipps     180 
5 Gordon Rigg       175 
6 Steve Elkins      172 
7 Steve Gale        137 
8 Bill Scott        131 
9 Robin Hamilton    122 

10= Jason Board       121 
10= Kelvin Mason      121 
12= Jason Prior       118 
12= Antonio Moran     118 
14 Dave Draper       114 

15 Pete  Coad           113 
16 Kevin Ramm           112 

17= Jerry  Pack          111 
17= Chris Ashman         111 
17= Nick  Pain           111 
17= Mike Armstrong       111 
17= Neville Almond       111 
17= Dave Postlethwaite   111 
23= Noel Venn            109 
23= Andy Wallis          109 
23= Pete  Richards       109 
26 Mark Chick           105 

27= John  Pearson        103 
27= Jim Dowling          103 

 
 

 

So that was the end of the Spanish league. The final results were: 
 
 
1st   Pete Harvey          3,572 Points 
2nd   Bill Scott            3,138   " 
3rd   Darren Arkwright     3,122   " 
4th   Graham Phipps        3,119   " 
5th   Gordon Rigg          2,934   " 
9th   Steve Gale           2,615   " 
26th  Pete Coad            1,978   " 
 
 
 
 
 



And here’s something a bit more up to date: 
Paraglider pilot takes on 10 ton truck 

 
 
This happened in Hong Kong on Tuesday! Where’s the pilot you ask? Why, he’s under the 
truck! There’s a video on Twitter if I could only find a way to link it that shows the glider 
approaching from the right hand side, the pilot is sliding along the road, hits the side of the 
truck and slides under it between the front and back wheels! Luckily the truck driver stops 
quickly and the pilot crawls out from under the truck! Ouch! 
Perhaps he needs a lesson on landing field selection. 
The South China Morning Post article is here: h ps://www.scmp.com/news/hong-
kong/society/ar cle/3082164/hong-kong-paraglider-pilot-crash-lands-under-moving-truck 
 

Ground handling 
The question has been asked regarding whether we should be practicing ground handling during the 
lockdown. The committee has discussed this and decided we are not in a position to be in favour of it 
and feel that it probably does not sit within the guidelines for going out: for food, health reasons or 
work. 
If a pilot has a garden or very close access to an area where ground handling could be practiced, then, 
using their discretion, they may be able to do so but they should bear in mind the image they may be 
presenting to any members of the public that see them. A photo on the front page of a newspaper 
showing an inflated glider in the middle of a field could have a very negative impact on how the club 
and the sport are perceived in this time when we are all expected to make sacrifices for the health of 
the nation. 
Please be reminded that all KHPA sites remain closed to flying activities, including ground handling, 
until further notice. 
 
 

KHPA membership 
There are still a few on the mailing list that have not as yet renewed their KHPA membership. 
Frank is as ever on the case and keen to keep the mailing lists nice and tidy. If you have not 
as yet renewed, your email will be removed from the mailing list in the next day or so. If you 
wish to renew please use the KHPA website to do so and don't forget to fill in the details form 
as well. 


